
Formalization of a Spatialized Multiagent Modelusing Coloured Petri Nets for the Study of anHunting Management SystemInnoent Bakam1, Fabrie Kordon2,Christophe Le Page3, and Fran�ois Bousquet31 Computer Siene Department, Faulty of Siene,Yaounde 1 University, Po Box 812 Yaounde, Cameroun.ibakam�uyd.uninet.m2 Laboratoire d'Informatique de Paris 6/SRC,Universit�e Paris VI, 4 plae Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex 05, Frane.Fabrie.Kordon�lip6.fr3 CIRAD-TERA/ERE,Campus International de Baillarguet,BP 5035 34032 Montpellier, Frane.flepage, bousquetg�irad.frAbstrat. This paper presents an experiene of a multiagent model for-malization using oloured Petri nets, applied to the study of an huntingmanagement system. The multiagent model of the hunting ativity ispresented, with simulation results. Then we desribe Petri nets modelassumptions and we give details about system modules. We analyze themodel and we ompare formal properties to multiagent simulation re-sults. Pertinene of the approah is briey disussed1 IntrodutionMultiagent approah provides a new way to model phenomena in whih in-terations between various entities are too omplex to be apprehended by thetraditional tools of mathematial modelling. Thus this approah is inreasinglyused in problems of environment management, and partiularly in modelling ofnatural and renewable resoures management [1℄, [2℄, [3℄. The expression powerof multiagent models allows us to represent interations between autonomousentities, whih have an individual behavior and are able to evolve in an environ-ment [8℄. But when it is neessary to analyze the system and identify global andgeneral properties, the multiagent approah appears to have limits. The use offormal methods of spei�ation seems to be the way indiated to analyze thesevirtual worlds whih an not be studied only by simulation.We present in this paper an experiment of the use of a formal approahto apprehend a multiagent system. Singh [13℄ underlines that althought severalpowerful formalisms exist, �nding the right formalism is a nontrivial hallenge.From a multiagent model of the hunting ativity based on data olleted in an



Eastern Cameroon village, we have built an equivalent Petri net model. Petri netsare hoisen as a middle way between two extremes: di�erential equations whihare not adapted to model individual behaviours and multiagent approah whihhas inadequaies when trying any formalization. After some simpli�ations, weuse a model heker to exhibit formal properties of the system. Some previousrelated works have already attemped to use Petri nets to formalize multiagentmodels [4℄, [5℄ but these works usually fous on the behaviour aspet of thoseagents. Sine in the �eld of natural and renewable resoures modelling the spaeis often very important, we have built a Petri net model whih integrates spatialdistribution of the agents and their moves in this spae. Gronewold [6℄ givesan example how the modelling tehnique of Petri nets an be adopted to theindividual oriented modelling of eologial systems. But they are inadequaiesin that work, aording to the possibility to demonstrate general properties ofthe model.We will begin with a brief presentation of the multiagent model, after whihwe will give the oloured Petri net we have built there from and the analysis wehave arried on this model using available tools. We will disuss the pertineneof the approah and we will end by drawing some onlusion on the use of formalmethods aording to our experiment.2 The multiagent model of hunting ativityDuring these last years, di�erent organizations onerned with wildlife are unan-imous that Afrian fauna is inreasingly being destroyed by anarhial huntingpraties. Many solutions (proteted areas, taxes) have been tested, without pro-duing the expeted e�ets. The purpose of the use of multiagent approah tomodel hunting ativity was to evaluate the viability of loal strategies of wildlifepreservation. The multiagent model we have built [9℄ represents hunting of theblue duiker in the forest around the village. An arti�ial landsape, mapping onthe forest landsape has been de�ned as a grid of ells. Eah ell has attributesorresponding to the state of the spae portion it represents : road, water, trap...A duiker agent has been reated. Its attributes are the age, the sex, theduration of gestation and the partner. Using data on the life history of the blueduiker obtained from the work of Dubost [7℄, we have implemented growth,mortality and reprodution funtions.Then we have simulated the natural evolution of the population without anyhuman ativity. The results for population density suggest that the multiagentmodel onverges with damping osillations to a steady state of approximately 90animals per km2. That density appears realisti beause it is the one observed inthe non hunted forest of the region. A seond set of simulations uses the huntingdata olleted on the �eld.Many senarios have been implemented to test the inuene of di�erent hunt-ing strategies: ontinuously repeating 1995 hunting data; removing traps fromthe spatial grid every 26 weeks and loating again at the same plae or randomlyre-loating within the same hunting loation...



These experiments point out the ruial inuene of the spatial dimension.We used CORMAS platform, (Common-pool resoures and multiagent systems),a generi simulation environment based on Smalltalk whih allows to buildspatially-expliit individual-based models in a exible way [11℄, developped inthe GREEN researh team of CIRAD 1.We used multiagent approah as an alternatve to traditional mathematialtools: di�erential equations have been for a long time the adequate way to handlepopulation dynamis. Multiagent systems o�er eÆient onepts to design, im-plement and simulate individual-based models. Nevertheless, simulations onlyprovide short (�nite) time information. In the �eld of natural resoures man-agement, it is of interest to know long term e�ets of managing deisions. Theuse of a formal approah may help to evaluate tendanies shown by simula-tion. Petri nets appear as the adequate approah whih preserve formal analysisand individual-based modelling apabilities. More, eÆient tools are available todesign and analyze Petri net models.

Fig. 1. Multiagent simulation results: the population size variation during time for twosenarios.3 The oloured Petri net modelPetri nets are a graphial and mathematial modelling tool appliable to manysystems whih the behavior an be desribed in terms of system states and theirhanges. Formally, a Petri net is a 5-tuple PN = (P; T; F;W;M0) where:{ P = fp1; p2; :::; pmg is a �nite set of plaes,{ T = ft1; t2; :::; tng is a �nite set of transitions,{ F � (P � T ) [ (T � P ) is a set of ars,{ W : F ! f1; 2; 3; :::g is a weight funtion,{ M0 : P ! f0; 1; 2; 3; :::g is the initial marking,{ P \ T = � and P [ T 6= �.1 http://www.irad.fr/presentation/programmes/espae/ormas/



A transition t is said to be enabled if eah input plae p of t is larked withat least w(p; t) where w(p; t) is the weight of the ar from p to t. A �ring of anenabled transition t removes w(p; t) tokens from eah input plae p of t, and addsw(t; p) tokens to eah output plae p of t, where w(t; p) is the weight of the arfrom t to p. In graphial representation, plaes are drawn as irles, transitionsas bars or boxes. Ars are labeled with their weights (positive integers), where ak�weighted ar an be interpreted as the set of k parallel ars. Labels for unityweight are usually omitted.Coloured Petri nets allow the use of tokens that arry data value and anhene be distinguished one from the other. Arbitrary omplex data types anbe used as oloured sets, like a list of many thousand reords, involving �elds ofmany di�erent types [12℄. To be able to our, a transition must have suÆienttokens in its input plaes, and this tokens must math the ar expression. Weused CPN-AMI2 whih is a Petri Net based environment. It o�ers a set of serviesto ease the work of designers who speify systems and take bene�ts of the Petrinet theory. It relies on the Maao graph Editor whih also behaves as the UserInterfae of CPN-AMI [10℄.3.1 Assumptions of the modelThe model is built by assembling modules whih orrespond eah to an hypoth-esis. The main hypothesis are :{ H1: The moving hypothesis:(a) The animals move randomly in the 4 diretions (north, south, east andwest); (b) The animals whih move on an hunted ell are taken in the trap,aording to a ath probability; () The animals taken in a trap are removedfrom the system (dead); (d) The maximum number of animals in a ell is de�ned;(e) The moves of the animals relate to all the population for eah time step.{ H2: The population of animals inreases by a �xed perentage{ H3: The growth hypothesis:(a) The animals grow; (b) When an animal reah the �xed maximum age, itis removed from the system.{ H4: The shedule of the various ations is well de�ned.Those assumptions have been grouped (as shown by their number) and a netmodule was built for eah group. Modules share ommon plaes whih will beused to onnet eah other. Eah module ontains two speial non oloured and1-bounded plaes: Start Hx and End Hx whih are marked respetively at thebeginnning and at the end of the "exeution" of the module. The main plaesof the system are de�ned as follow:2 http://www.lip6.fr/pn-ami



{ A plae named Population ontains tokens < Id;Age;X; Y; State >. Eahtoken represents an animal. Age is its age expressed in half-years, X and Yare the oordinates of its spatial position, Id its number and State representsthe state of the animal.{ A plae named Spae ontains tokens < X; Y;Attr > orresponding eah toa ell of the grid spae similar to the spae in the multiagent model. X andY are the same as in the plae named Population. Attr represents the stateof the ell and express the fat that the ell is hunted or not, if it's water orroad, or simply an empty ell.{ Some other plaes an be mentionned here: the plae Size whih ontains aoloured token< IdT > representing the population size; the plae SpaeEmptywhih ontains tokens < X; Y > for all the available positions in the spae;the plae SpaeO for all the oupied positions.Below we have desribed two modules: the moving module orresponding tothe �rst group of assumptions H1 whih arry the spatial aspet of the modeland the inreasing population module orresponding to assumption H2.3.2 The moving moduleThe module (�gure 2) represents the moves of the whole population during atime step of the evolution of the system. Eah animal an move to one of its fourneighbour ells or stay on its ell.When a token is put on plae Start H1, transition opy beomes enableand the population size < IdT > is opied from plae Size to plae SizeBis,the plae step 1 reieved a non oloured token. The token of the plae SizeBiswill be dereased during the moving proess and will math the Id attributeof the token < Id;Age;X; Y; State > urrently moving. One of the transitionsLeft; Right; Up or Down is �ring aording to the urrent moving diretion.Otherwise, when there's no available position in the destination ell, the tokenstays in its initial position. After the moving step, the value of the token p andthe state of the new position determine if the animal will be aught or not.3.3 Inreasing population moduleThis module (�gure 3) inreases the population size by reating a sub populationwhih is added to the initial population. We have implemented in this module adivide mehanism whih allows to inrease the population aording to the �xedinreasing perentage de�ned by the model assumptions. The module starts bythe marking of the plae Start H2 and ends when there is a token in the plaeEnd H2. It shares plaes SpaeO, Size, SizeBis and Population with themoving module.3.4 The omplete modeleWe have de�ned a sheduling module whih onnets End Hi to Start Hi+1,and the last module to the �rst for repeating seasons. A ontrol mehanism was



Fig. 2. The moving module



Fig. 3. Inreasing population moduleadded to stop the system when the population size reahes zero value. The wholesystem was obtainaed in onneting modules by means of "hannel plaes". Itgave a Petri net with 20 plaes and 22 transitions.4 Analysis of the oloured Petri net modelWe use simulations to validate eah module of the model during the onstrutionphase, by making sure if it had the expeted behaviour on small initial marking.When the net is debugged, it an be analysed using strutural properties anal-ysis or model heking. The �rst way permits us to verify the oherene of themodel. By omputing invariants of plaes, we assume that the di�erent ontrolmehanisms we used in the model are well implemented.
Table 1. Statistis about the omplete reahability graph of the Petri net model



The main phase of the analysis of the model is the study of its reahabilitygraph. It is a direted graph with a node for eah reahable system state andan ar for eah possible transition from one system state to another. We usedthe PROD analysis tool whih was integrated in CPN-AMI platform. Sine thegraph size is large, we experimented the model heker on smallest values ofinitial marking. We de�ned as initial marking a 2� 2 spae where eah ell anontain at most two animals and where two of the four ells are hunted. With aninitial population of 4 animals, we obtained a omplete reahability graph withharateristis shown in the table 1.We observed that the liveness of the system an be veri�ed when the reaha-bility graph doesn't have any terminal node. It's always the ase when we alter-nated hunting and non hunting seasons (2). For the senario (1b), we obtain asigni�ant di�erene betwen the two on�gurations. It appears as a onsequeneof the neighbourhood mode we implemented. When traps are always maintainedon their position (1a), it is possible to reah a terminal node. These results showthat there is an important orrelation between spatial and temporal dynamisof the system.5 DisussionAs explained by Singh & al. [13℄, in general, formalizations of agents systemshave been used for two quite distint purposes: as internal spei�ation lan-guages to be used by the agent in their reasoning or ation and as externalmetalanguages to be used by the designers to speify, design and verify ertainbehavioral properties of agents situated in a dynami environment. Our workan be lassi�ed under the seond purpose. We are going to disuss here twoaspets of the experiment: modelling and veri�ation of properties.The use of Coloured Petri nets to represent spatial behaviors indues todevelop spei� mehanisms to model ertain dynamis:{ the hoie of a moving diretion;{ what happens if there is no empty position to reah;{ how to assume oherene within the di�erent plaes of the model (SpaeOand SpaeEmpty, Population and Size).The representation of random events too is not a trivial exerise. These dif-�ulties are enough to divert the modeller's attention from the real problem.Furthermore, modelling a omplex problem suh as wildlife management usingPetri nets enables us to get bene�t from the formal semanti of the approah, andthen avoid any ambiguity in the interpretation of the system desription. Systemmodularity allows maintenane failities and avoid spaghetti e�ets whih wouldappear if trying to design diretly the omplete net.Model heking is a useful method for verifying properties of �nite statessystems. After formalizing a multiagent model, there is a real methodologialhallenge to ahieve the veri�ation part of the study, beause of the systemomplexity. In our ase, we are trying to know if they are (or are not) system



states for whih the population size has a nil value. We didn't obtain any signif-iant di�erene when heking the model with that spei� property or buildingthe whole reahability graph. This is why we analyzed statistis about the om-plete reahability graph. It is lear that, due to the state-explosion problem, itwould not be possible to analyze the model with realisti values. The modelheker exhibits very interesting qualitative results, aording to the �eld study.Formal analysis show the ruial inuene of spatial dynamis (neighborhood'stype, moving diretions, trap's on�guration) when studying the liveness of thesystem. These results have been pointed out by multiagent simulations.6 ConlusionThe aim of this study was to validate simulation results we obtained from a mul-tiagent model of hunting ativity, using formal methods. We have built a olouredPetri net model with some assumptions taken from the multiagent model, andwe analysed the reahability graph for some partiular initial onditions whihallow to prove the liveness of the system. In terms of management of naturalresoures, the liveness of our Petri net model is equivalent to the viability of theresoures. We foussed our study on the qualitative aspet of the system and weshowed orrelations between the viability of the system, the spatial behaviour ofanimals and hunters spatio-temporal strategies. The use of oloured Petri nets,beause of its all for preision, allows us to apprehend a very large spei�a-tion. It gives us a good small-sale model to formally test the viability of somemanagement strategies of the hunting ativity and to validate simulation resultsof the multiagent model.Aknowledgement This work has been supported by a CNRS grant throughthe projet "Syst�emes Eologiques et Ation de l'Homme" and a CIRAD grantthrough the ation "Validit�e des syst�emes multiagents et Aide �a la d�eision"Referenes1. Barreteau O., Bousquet F.: SHADOC: A Multi-Agent Model to Takle Viabilityof Irrigated Systems. Annals of Operations Researh, 1998.2. Bah A., Canal R., Aquino (D') P. Bousquet F.: Les Syst�emes Multi-AgentsG�en�etiques Pour L'�etude de la Mobilit�e Pastorale En Zone Intertropiale S�ehe. Atesdu olloque SMAGET, 1998.3. Rouhier J., Requier D. M.: Un Travail Interdisipliniare : �Elaboration D'unMod�ele de la Transhumae �A L'extrême Nord Du Cameroun. Ates du olloqueSMAGET, 1998.4. El Fallah S.: Repr�esentation et Manipulation de Plans �A L'aide Des R�eseaux dePetri. Ates des 2�emes Journ�ees Franophones IAD-SMA, Mai 1994.5. Magnin L., Ferber J.: Coneption de Syst�emes Multi-Agents Par ComposantsModulaires et R�eseaux de Petri. Ates des Journ�ees du PRC-IA, pp 129{140, 1993.
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